Part 3
SLOWER IS FASTER

2. ______________ BEFORE ________________, BECAUSE GOD __________________


Proverbs 3:5-6 → _________ are you ________________ to direct your path?
Do you perhaps have a tendency to ______________ rather than ___________ or
to ___________ on your own understanding?

There’s a danger in believing that ______________ is _______________.



integrity that __________________________ (Proverb 10:9, Psalm 127:1).

 That the _______________ you get there, the _______________. As though the
________________________ is more important than the _________________. As
though ______________ were more important than ___________________.
 Running might lead to ___________. It might lead to ______________. But does it
lead to _____________?
THE BIG IDEA: It all comes down to whether you want __________________ results, the
best _________ can do, or _____________________________ results, the best _________
can do?
 You can quite possibly get there _____________ if you __________ & __________ …
but at what _________?

Talent & charisma might __________________________, but it will be character &

2 PETER 1:5-8 → Those qualities don’t come ______________________.
 The Lord ____________________ into our character very skillfully in all sorts of ways.
 As we _______________________________________ with Jesus
 As we study His ____________, spend time in His ___________________, walk
_____________ with Him.
 As we go through ______________________________________________________
that _____________________________________________________________ us.
JESUS’ TEMPTATION

 Is there a danger of trying to _______________________ of God?

a) There will always be temptations to take ___________________.

 _____________________________________ mindset gets people in awful messes.

b) Enemy will always attack your __________________.

 So easy to trade ______________________________________________ things for

c) Always be temptations to use your ___________ for your own ___________.

_____________________________________ things you can have __________.



Jesus faced those _______________ & won His _______________ in
______________ first before He faced them in ______________ every day.

WHY SLOWER IS ACTUALLY FASTER
1. FLESH ____________, SPIRIT ________________ (Galatians 6:7-8)


____________ decisions are almost always __________ decisions.



Flesh is always in a ______________ … It _______________________________



Your spirit is far more ________________________ … It ___________________






Winning key battles __________ you __________ → No longer subject to
______________________ … No more __________ of ____________ … Instead,
you’ll routinely reap ____________________________________ & open yourself
up to God’s ____________________________________________________.

__________________________.

GOD KNOWS BEST

Flesh ____________ because it _____________; Spirit ___________ because it

 Are you prepared to trust that God ____________________?

______________ (Galatians 5:16-17, James 1:19, Proverbs 19:2).

 Are you prepared to trust your _____________________________ entirely to God?

If often takes time to ______________________________________________;

 Are you prepared to ____________ for God’s best ____________ rather than

____________ in & ______________ is definitely _______________
… But do we want __________ best or ___________ best?

_________ & ______________________ your way to your best ___________?
 Are you prepared to patiently let God _____________ your __________________?

